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飲食料品製造業の安全衛生
Learn Through Manga
The Safety and Health of the Food and Beverage Manufacturing Industry

So!
Let's learn about the safety and
health of the food and beverage
manufacturing industry today!

So,
let's take a look at the
occurrences of work
accidents!

Okay!

Here are the top causes
of work accidents.

Occurrences of Industrial Accidents

They handle items people
consume, so it's a lot of
responsibility!

True!

1

Tripping

2,349 people

2

Caught or dragged into machinery

1,679 people

3

Cuts and scrapes

1,056 people

4

Falls from height

675 people

5

Reaction to motion/Improper motion

666 people
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I wonder what kinds of
precautions they take
when they work.

I wonder that too.

There are so many tripping
accidents...

Specifically, what
should we do?

That's right.
At food and beverage
manufacturing factories,

First,
it is important to keep
your surroundings nice and tidy.

Tidy (Seiri)
Orderly (Seiton)
Sanitary (Seiketsu)
Clean (Seisou)

it seems that many people slip
on wet floors that are being cleaned,

↓
4S

Hmmm…
That's a pain.

Hahaha

Basically, we just have
to watch our step, right?

Hmm?

or trip when they are
carrying ingredients with both hands.

We have to be cautious
when we work.

It's important to create
an environment where
no one trips, not just you!

Yes,
and it's important to create a safe
environment.

Yes, sir!

Furthermore,
people work with knives in the
factories, so serious accidents are
more likely to occur.

What kinds of cases involve
getting caught or dragged into
machinery?

There are cases where
someone was cleaning
without cutting the power
of the machine,

and their fingers got caught
in the rollers.

You could drop your knife when you fall,
and end up cutting your toe.

That's ascary…

We have to be cautious
or it can get dangerous.
Yes.
But, you can prevent accidents
with some precautions.

For example,
you could enforce a rule to
wear non-slip shoes

So, let's go

CAUTION
WET FLOOR
WATCH YOUR STEP

Wow

and you can mandate the
placement of signs when
you clean the floors of the factory.

look at the
actual work site.

Case 1:
Operating Machinery

Uniform Inspection Checklist

Good
morning!

Are you wearing a hat?
*Cover your hair with your hat.

Are your shirt and
sleeve cuffs buttoned up?
*Remove all accessories, such as
wristwatches, rings, and necklaces.

Are you wearing a
mask?

Hmm?
Where's the
manager?

Morning.

Are you wearing
gloves?

Is your shirt tucked
inside your pants?
Are you wearing
appropriate work shoes?

Manager is at
a meeting today,
right?

Okay,

Right.

*Check that the soles
are not worn down.

let's check our
uniforms first!

Yes!

Inspection
complete!
Let's start working
now.

Okay!

It looks like
the rice was
stuck, just like
I thought.

Hmm?

The shape
is weird...

If I remember
correctly,
the manager
opened here

These aren't
shaped properly!!

Please look
at this.

This should
do it.

Help me!

But…

and took out
the clustered rice,
right?

Contact me if
you're in trouble.

Don't do tasks that
you're not
responsible for.
…Well,
it should be fine.

Okay.

Problem
solved.

Ahh!!

What,
I don't know!

What
happened!?

Why did you try to
do maintenance
work on your own?

You did
something,
didn't you!?

Don't just press
the stop button,
you have to
turn the machine
off!

Your hand could
get caught

Manager!

What if you got hurt
by doing something you're
not supposed to do!?

in the roller,
and you could get
injured,
so be careful!

It's nice that you're
taking responsibility...

Please follow
the rules.

but it's dangerous to
do maintenance
work on your own!!

..........

We're sorry!

Case 2 : Cleaning

I forgot my gloves
and safety goggles.

Today, we'll have
you clean the
production line.

Be careful on how
you handle
chemicals!

Alkaline Disinfectant
Cleaner

But if I don't hurry,
I'm going to keep my
senior coworker
waiting.

Well,
it should be fine.

You have to
wear gloves
and safety
glasses.

Leave it to me!

Well,
I should be fine
if I finish this fast!

…

Oh!
Hmm, my hands
are starting to
tingle...

My vision is
becoming blurry...

Ah!
Huh?

Oh!

Help!

It went in my
eye!

Ow!!

I should wipe
it down
right away!

I should have worn
safety goggles…

Hey,
what happened!?
Your eyes are red!!

You
forgot to wear
safety glasses…

Doctor’s Office

Go to the doctor's
office now!

Hey!
Are you
alright?

Ahh!!

It's a rule to wear
gloves and safety
goggles!

Strong alkaline
causes skin
corrosion,

You have
a chemical
burn.

so it's also a rule to wash your
hands and eye immediately
if they come in contact with
those chemicals and then
seek medical help.

Following the rules
will protect you too.

Manager!
Ahahaha

I will be careful from
now on.

Geez!

Manager…!

Case 3: Transporting
Okay!

I finished
peeling!
Hey!
Don't run!
I'm going to bring
the next batch!

Those shoes

I'll bring yours
for you, too!

Huh?

Oops

That's
dangerous!

Change them to
a new pair…

they're worn
out.

Yeah, they are.
The soles are
also worn down too.

I'll change them
tomorrow!

I got it!

Sorry!

Carry one box
at a time!

I'm back.

My back
hurts…

You okay?
Owww

Sorry for
being late…

You have to be
especially careful
in places that handle
knives.

You know,
If you have to carry a
lot of items,
use a push cart.

shoes get more
slippery when the
soles are worn down.

You should change
them if you notice any
wear and tear.

You shouldn't run,
even when you're in a
hurry.

Your family will be
saddened if you
get hurt.

Floors get slippery
when they're wet or
when there are food
scraps on the ground.

Ye…

Clean them up
when you notice.

Yes…

Precautions to Take in the Food and Beverage
Manufacturing Industry
Thoroughly
implement the 4Ss.

Wear work clothes
correctly.

Did you see
how surprisingly close
dangers exist?
Inspection
complete!
Let's start
working now.

Okay!

The clumsiness of the
character reminds me
of someone I know.

Hmm?
Did you say
something?

Use a push cart when
carrying objects.

If trouble occurs,
report to your boss!
Help me!

But…
If you have to carry a
lot of items,
use a push cart.

It is important for everyone to
be highly conscious and to follow
the rules for the safety and health
of the workplace.
Don't do tasks that
you're not
responsible for.
…Well,
it should be fine.

Let’s review the
case studies once more.

Okay.
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Work accidents
can happen to anyone,
including you.

Be careful of these things!

Tips for Maintaining Safety and Health!

Remember that
following the rules
will protect your body,
family, and life.

Be careful of ice burn
from dry ice!

Be careful not to get
caught in rotating objects!

It is also important
to have daily
conversations with
your coworkers in case
of emergencies.

Okay!

Good good

Keep in mind to
use push carts safely!

I’ll work hard and
be careful of work
accidents!

Stack the load
low enough to see
ahead.

Be careful when you are
working so you don’t worry
your family and friends!
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Be Aware of Dangers Existing in the Workplace!

Hazard Prediction Training
Kiken Yochi Training (KYT)

Let’s think about where dangers exist!

These are the
safety hazards!

Use hand carts
when carrying
heavy objects!

Learn through Manga
Make it a
priority to wipe
wet floors!
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Turn off the
main power
first!

Let’s see if you can spot any other potential hazards.
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